
Your Henry London watch is designed in England & manufactured to the very highest of standards. 
These instructions are provided to ensure your watch gives you excellent service, please read them 
carefully & retain them for future reference.
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To start timekeeping the watch must be given an initial manual wind of 40 revolutions by rotating the crown clockwise. When 
fully wound, your timepiece has a power reserve of approx. 40 hours, you cannot over wind your automatic watch. The Henry 
London automatic movement features a built-in rotor powered by the motion of your wrist, no battery is required. 

As the automatic watch movement is powered by regular motion of the wrist, NOT wearing your timepiece for several 
consecutive days will exhaust the power reserve. If your watch stops the power reserve will be run down, to reinstate manually, 
wind 40 times by rotating the crown clockwise. 

Your automatic watch has a time keeping tolerance of between -20 and +40 seconds per day. 

NOTES

SETTING THE TIME

1.  Pull the crown out.
2. Turn the crown to set hour and minute hands.
3.  Push the crown back into its normal position.
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MESH BRACELET ADJUSTMENT
 
If your Henry London watch has a mesh bracelet, please follow these instructions to ensure you get a perfect fit. Unlock clamp 
plate by using an appropriate tool. Move the entire clasp to adjust length by sliding along the bracelet. Adjust length while 
wearing the watch to make sure you get a good fit. Make sure the clasp locates into a molded indent on back of bracelet. Lock 
clamp plate in position by pressing it into place using your thumb. Do not use retaining bar to gain leverage as this will cause 
damage preventing the clasp to lock. 

SLIDING LADDERBRACELET

CLASP RETAINING BAR

CLAMP PLATE

CARE & MAINTENANCE

All watch maintenance requires specialist tools and expertise so should only be undertaken by a qualified technician, any 
repairs not carried out by a qualified technician may cause damage to your watch and invalidate the guarantee.

Whilst all Henry London Automatic watches are manufactured to 5ATM water resistance to withstand accidental water 
splashes, care should be taken to avoid excessive exposure to water. It is not advisable to immerse your watch in water as this 
can affect the outward appearance.

Clean your watch regularly with a so� cloth to maintain good condition. Keep your watch dry and away from wet surfaces, do 
not use chemical cleaners on your strap and avoid contact with cosmetic products. Visit our website for more information.

Your Henry London watch is guaranteed for two years and in the unlikely event your watch develops a fault please contact the 
retailer where your watch was purchased. If you purchased your watch from the Henry London online store, please contact our 
helpful customer service team at customerservice@henry-london.com or call +44 (0)121 524 1400 during our business hours 
of Monday - Friday, 8.30 - 5.00 GMT. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Your 24 month guarantee does not cover the following: 1. Damage resulting from accidents, or mishandling to any part of the 
watch. 2. Replacement straps or bracelets (unless due to fault). 3. Damage to lens. 4. Water penetration or damage. 5. 
Tarnishing of the watch bracelet or case. Your statutory rights are not affected.


